
ELK  RIDGE

PLANNING  COMMISSION

June  14, 2018

TIME  AND  PLACE  OF MEETING

This regularly  scheduled  Public  Hearing  of  the Elk  Ridge  Planning  Commission  was scheduled  for

Thursday,  June  14,  2018, at 7:00  PM.  The meeting  was held  at the Elk  Ridge  City  Hall,  80 East Park  Drive,  Elk
Ridge,  Utah.

Notice  of  the time,  place  and Agenda  of  these Meetings,  were provided  to the Payson  Chronicle,  145 E.
Utah  Ave,  Payson, Utah,  and to the members  of  the Governing  Body  on  June 13, 2018.

ROLL  CALL

Commissioners:  Wayne  Jones, Bruce  Thorpe,  Darren  Hinton,  Jared Barton  Absent:  Shawn  Ram

Others:  Royce  Swensen,  Recorder,  Laura  Oliver,  Deputy  Recorder
Public:  Stan Nelson,  Neil  Bushman,  Corby  Murri

OPENING  ITEMS

Bruce  Thorpe  welcomed  at 7:15 PM,  Opening  remarks  were said by Wayne  Jones followed  by the Pledge  of  Allegiance

WAYNE  JONES MOTIONED  TO APPROVE  THE  AGENDA  JARED  BARTON  SECONDED.

VOTE:  AYE  (4)  NAY  (O) AJ'PROVED

Absent:  Shawn  Ram

PUBLIC  HEARING  -  ACCESSORY  APARTMENT  CONDITIONAL  USE
Bruce  Thorpe  opened the public  hearing.

Stan Nelson  state that he is the home owner.  He presented  a letter  from  a neighbor  in support  of  the apartment.  They

have several properties  where  they  have been able to be landlords  and have been able to help people  in that position.

They  plan  to turn  the walk  out basement  into an apartment.  There  are a couple  issues that he would  like  to discuss.

Neil  Bushman  stated that he is concerned  with  the parking  issue. The  neighborhood  is all single  family  houses and is

concerned  that bringing  in apartments  will  cause the neighborhood  to deteriorate  and that there will  be more  cars  than
places to park.

Corby  Murri  stated that  Neil  just  voiced  his concerns.

Bruce  Thorpe  turned  the time  back  over  to Stan Nelson  to go over  the issues  and questions.

Stan Nelson  stated that the plan was to provide  parking  for the tenants with  2 parking  spots: one on the right  hand

side of  the driveway  and one off  street parking.  They  would  take the garage and the leff side of  the driveway.  The

right  side of  the garage is a workshop.  He also feels that the city  code is too restrictive  to lots of  smaller  sizes  and
asked how many  accessory  apartments  exist.

Bruce  Thorpe  stated that he had no idea how many  accessory  apartments  there  are, although  they  just  approved  one

a month  ago.

Jared Barton  stated that there are a lot  of  people  that have accessory  apartments. The problem  is the on street parking
during  the winter  when  it is banned. That  is the main  concern.

Stan Nelson  is in favor  of  good policy,  snow removal  makes sense. The 3 off  street parking  spaces required  is

excessive. If  they would  pave the area next to their  driveway  that would  provide  a third  parking  space  but the

ordinance  states that it needs to be behind  the front  setback. He is not in favor  of  paving  the cement  pad across  his
side yard: it would  be an eye sore. He feels that the parking  requirement  is unreasonable.

Bruce  Thorpe  is not aware of  the city  making  an exception  for  parking  requirements  previously  and asked if  Stan had
space with  in the property  to comply  with  the code.

Stan Nelson  stated that he doesn't  want  to fill  the street with  cars but would  be sure to put something  in the contract
with  any  tenants about  parking  on  the street.

Bruce  Thorpe  closed  the public  hearing.
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Wayne Jones stated that he does not have a problem with the apaitment but the parking  is a concern.  He went to the

property and watched the cars. If  you park on Twilight, like he did, he had people pulling  up behind  him. After

working in govenunent for 30 years parking is problematic and the neighbors  don't  like  it. He doesn't  know  how to
solve the issue.

Jared Barton stated that the council knows his strong feelings about telling people  what they can and cannot do with

their own property. The planning commission would have to approve an exception to the 3 car parking  rule. Either
way it would  require  an extension  of  the pad, maybe  not behind  the front  setback.

Stan Nelson stated that the revenue from the apartment would more than pay for the pad. He is more  concemed  with

paving a significant amount of his grass to comply with city code. There is also a community  mailbox  on the side of
his property  on Twilight.  It would  not be safe to put a driveway  right  next to it.

Bruce Thorpe stated that the Planning Cornrnission will  not take action on this tonight. His gut reaction  is there will

not be much sympathy in making an exception in this regard. The code is there for  a reason. It allows  for accessory

apartments and he would personally not a have a problem with  an apartment  if  it weren't  for  the parking  issue.

Stan Nelson requested a list of accessory apartments in the city. Royce Swensen  stated that he would  get something

to Stan.

No City  Council  Update

No other  business

ADJOURNMENT

JARED  BARTON  MOTIONF,D  TO ADJOURN  AT  7:30PM.

Laura  Oliver,  Planning  Commission  Coordinator
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